IN ADDITION TO THE LICENSE TERMS SET OUT IN THE SYBASE LICENSE AGREEMENT, THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL OR DIFFERENT RIGHTS AND ACCOMPANYING OBLIGATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE PROGRAM:

1. Enterprise Application Server

   A. Unbundling and Functionality. The Sybase Enterprise Application Server – Small Business, Advanced or Enterprise Edition Program (“EAServer” or the “Program”) is a suite of several component software products. Except as otherwise specifically authorized below, use of all components of each copy of this Program by Customer is limited to use on the same Machine(s) and Customer may not use the component products on different or additional Machine(s). Additional functionality may be included in this Program, however, Customer is only authorized to use the specific functionality made available to Customer upon installation of the Program or by use of any license keys provided to Customer by Sybase and not any other functionality accessed by overriding the license management mechanism within the Program.

   B. Terms Applicable to the Small Business Edition of the Program. (Server License). If Customer has licensed the Small Business Edition of the Program, each copy of the Jaguar CTS® component of the Program is licensed for use on one Machine only. Jaguar CTS may be accessed and used by (a) an unlimited number of “Internet Seats” (i.e., external Seats outside Customer’s organization accessing these Internet Products via the Internet) and (b) by an unlimited number of internal Seats (meaning Customer’s employees and contractors) using Jaguar CTS on such Machine in connection with their performance of duties for Customer. Internet Seats may not use Jaguar CTS to develop or modify applications or perform other programming tasks. Customer is expressly prohibited from using Jaguar CTS in connection with hosting any website on behalf of any third party.

   C. Terms Applicable to the Advanced and Enterprise Editions of the Program. (CPU License). If Customer has licensed an Advanced or Enterprise Edition of the Program and the license is designated in the Order as a CPU license, each copy of the Jaguar CTS component of the Program is licensed for use on one Machine only. Jaguar CTS may be accessed and used by (a) an unlimited number of “Internet Seats” (i.e., external Seats outside Customer’s organization accessing these Internet Products via the Internet) and (b) by an unlimited number of internal Seats (meaning Customer’s employees and contractors) using Jaguar CTS on such Machine in connection with their performance of duties for Customer, provided that Customer has paid the applicable fees for each CPU on such Machine. Internet Seats may not use the Program to develop or modify applications or perform other programming tasks. Customer is expressly prohibited from using Jaguar CTS in conjunction with any hosting of any website on behalf of any third party.

   D. Terms Applicable to the Advanced and Enterprise Editions of the Program (Server or Concurrent User License). If Customer has licensed an Advanced or Enterprise Edition of the Program and the license is designated in the Order as a server or concurrent user license, Customer is authorized to use each copy of the Program on one Machine only, and such copy may be accessed at any one time by no more than the number of Concurrent Users that Customer has licensed for that particular copy of the Program.
If Customer has licensed the Program for Windows or Linux, Customer has initially licensed 50 Concurrent Users for the copy of the Program Customer has licensed. If Customer has licensed the Program for Unix, Customer has initially licensed 75 Concurrent Users for the copy of the Program Customer has licensed. Customer may license additional Concurrent Users (in groups of 25) from Sybase by paying the applicable fees. Solely for purposes of this Program (exclusive of components for which their use is specifically restricted in this license, Concurrent Users shall include all Seats accessing and using the Program or any component thereof (directly or indirectly) including both (a) internal Seats inside your organization (for your employees, agents and contractors using the Program in the course of performing their duties for Customer) and (b) external “Internet Seats” (i.e., external Seats outside your organization accessing the Program via the Internet). Internet Seats may not use the Program to develop or modify applications or perform other programming tasks. Customer is expressly prohibited from using EAServer in conjunction with any hosting of any website on behalf of any third party.

2. OTHER SYBASE PROGRAMS PROVIDED WITH EASERVER. Sybase provides certain other of its proprietary programs with the Program. All such programs are subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement as well as the additional terms and conditions set forth below.

A. PowerDynamo™ (Applicable to the Windows and Solaris versions only). Each copy of the PowerDynamo component of the Program is licensed for use on one Machine only.

B. Jaguar Manager (Jaguar Client Runtime) (Applicable to all versions and license types). Each copy of Jaguar Manager licensed with the Program can be installed and run on an unlimited number of Machines.

C. jConnect™ (Applicable to all versions and license types). You may reproduce, install and use jConnect (and accompanying documentation) solely for your internal business purposes. You may transfer a copy of jConnect to a third party provided that the third party agrees to be bound by all of the terms and restrictions of this Agreement applicable to jConnect and provided that you do not charge a fee to the third party. jConnect is provided on an “AS IS” basis and is unsupported. This Agreement does not entitle you to any maintenance or other services or any updates or new versions of jConnect.

D. Adaptive Server® Anywhere. The Adaptive Server Anywhere (“ASA”) server program is licensed for access and Use only: (a) on the same Machine on which the PowerDynamo component of this Program is installed or, (b) on the same Machine on which the Jaguar CTS component of this Program is installed for running sample code, and (c) by one Seat for development and testing purposes; and (d) as a repository to store PowerDynamo applications that can be accessed only through PowerDynamo for such purposes. The ASA server program may not be deployed or used for any other purposes without Sybase’s prior written permission and payment of applicable fees.

3. HOT STANDBY LICENSE (Applicable only if a Hot Standby license for the Program is purchased). Customer’s Use of each Hot Standby copy specified on the Order shall be limited to the Machine running the Operating System Software at a site shown on the Order and the terms set forth herein. As used herein, a “Hot Standby Copy” is a copy of the Program that is (i) installed, together with any corresponding data, onto a Machine in order to provide back-up for another copy of such Program then in Use on the same or another Machine (the “First Copy”), where monitoring for failure is occurring automatically and continuously, and (ii) where such copy is not being accessed or used in production by Customer at the same time as the First Copy. For Concurrent User licenses, the Hot Standby copy must be licensed for the same number of Concurrent Users as the First Copy. Only upon a failure and failover of the First Copy may the Hot Standby copy of the Program be used.

4. ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS. Versions of the following additional third party products are included with this Program (the "Additional Products") and are provided subject to the additional or different terms and conditions set forth below: the Software Development Kit (SDK) for Java and Internet Explorer from Microsoft Corporation, the Java Development Kit (JDK) from Sun Microsystems, Inc., and Jakarta-Tomcat software from Apache Software Foundation (“Jakarta Software”).

A. Use in conjunction with EAServer. The Additional Products are provided for use solely in conjunction with the Program.
B. **Distributable Files in Additional Products.** Certain of the Additional Products may contain files that may be redistributed as Distributable Files. The Distributable Files of these products (if any) are specified in the accompanying documentation for the Additional Products. You may distribute such Distributable Files provided that: (a) you distribute the Distributable Files only in conjunction with and as part of applications developed using the Program, (b) your application products must add significant and primary functionality to the Distributable Files; (c) you do not use the name, logos or trademarks of Sybase or its suppliers to market your application product; (d) you agree to indemnify Sybase and its suppliers for any claim arising out of your use, reproduction or distribution of the Distributable Files. In addition, with respect to the Distributable Files of the SDK for Java from Microsoft Corporation, such Distributable Files only operate in conjunction with the Microsoft Virtual Machine for Java and if you distribute any of such Distributable Files you must distribute all of them.

C. **Java Platform Interface; Java Marks.** In addition to the above restrictions, you may not modify the Java Platform Interface (“JPI,” identified as classes contained within the “java” package or any subpackages of the “java” package), by creating additional classes within the JPI or otherwise causing the addition to or modification of the classes of the JPI. In the event that you create additional API(s) which (i) extends the functional of a Java Environment; and (ii) is exposed to third party software developers for the purpose of developing additional software which invokes such additional API, you must promptly publish broadly an accurate specification for such API for free use by all developers. You may not name any class “java” and must comply with any naming convention Sun may reasonably require. This license does not authorize you to use any Sun name, trademark or logo. You acknowledge that Sun owns the Java trademark and all Java-related trademarks, logos and icons including the Coffee Cup and Duke (“Java Marks”) and you agree to: (i) comply with the Java Trademark Guidelines at [http://java.sun.com/trademarks.html](http://java.sun.com/trademarks.html) (ii) not do anything harmful or inconsistent with Sun's rights in the Java Marks; and (iii) assist Sun in protecting those rights, including assigning to Sun any rights you may acquire in any Java Mark.

D. **JAKARTA-TOMCAT SOFTWARE.** The Jakarta-Tomcat software is provided subject to the following ADDITIONAL DISCLAIMERS. THE JAKARTA SOFTWARE IS LICENSED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN NO EVENT WILL SYBASE OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE JAKARTA SOFTWARE. IN THE EVENT OF ANY FAILURE OF THE FOREGOING, IN NO EVENT WILL DAMAGES AGAINST SYBASE OR ITS LICENSORS EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF LICENSE FEES PAID BY YOU FOR THIS PROGRAM.

E. **Further Disclaimers Regarding Additional Products.** Sybase provides the enclosed versions of the Additional Products to you “AS IS” without any warranty, indemnity or other obligation of any kind from Sybase or its affiliates. Sybase supports the integration of the enclosed Additional Products with this Program, but shall not be obligated to provide any support, error correction services, updates, or any new releases of the Additional Products. Such services and products may or may not be available from the supplier(s) of such Additional Products.

In addition to the other disclaimers and limitations of damages set forth in the Agreement, the following applies to all of the Additional Products: IN NO EVENT WILL SYBASE OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF OR RELATING TO THE ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS.

5. **Sample Code.** You may use internally and modify the source code versions of those portions of this Program provided as sample code (e.g., code examples, sample applications and other such materials identified in the documentation), if any. Such source code versions may not be distributed to third parties. No implied license is granted in any copyright or patent rights of Sybase and its suppliers.